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Lake Forrestdale Cygnet Rescue  

N EDITION 21 OF THE BUSHLAND WHISTLER, we announced the upcoming January 2022 cygnet rescue at Lake Forrestdale and 

gave some background information about the almost annual rescue missions starting in 2009. Good rainfall over the 

2021 winter resulted in a bumper breeding season for black swans. And because the lake was deeper than it has been 

for years it was hoped the cygnets would be mature enough to fly to other wetlands before the lake dried up, obviating 

the need for a rescue. But the extreme heat over Christmas and New Year and little rain since October meant the water 

in the lake receded faster than expected and an estimated 150 or more cygnets would need to be rescued.    

     Following discussions between Parks and Wildlife Service and Friends of Forrestdale President David James, it was 

decided that the optimum date to conduct the rescue would be Friday 14 January—the water depth at that time was low 

enough (130mm) to allow people ease of movement across the lake, but not so low that cygnets had begun to perish. 

     For the mission to succeed, a large number of volunteers would be needed. The call went out and the response was 

huge. At 5.15am on January 14, 

over 200 individual and agency 

volunteers and Parks and Wildlife 

Service staff assembled at the 

lake’s viewing platform ready for 

the muster. 

     After an operational and safety 

briefing, volunteers spread out 

around the lake (following advice 

by DBCA, communicating with 

handheld radios) and formed a 

large circle around the swans, 

calmly driving them into a dense 

flock towards a holding pen 

constructed for the purpose.  

     Once the cygnets were 

contained in the pen, experienced 

volunteers went in and caught 

them. They were then carried by 

volunteers to the triage team on 

the lake shore to be weighed, 

dewormed and crated. The 

operation went smoothly and 

efficiently and was over by 

8.30am. 

     A total of 171 cygnets were 

rescued and of those old enough 

to be released, 33 were taken to 

Lake Joondalup and 31 to Lake 

Mealup.  

     The remainder, still too young 

to fend for themselves, went to 

Darling Range Wildlife Shelter and  

Kanyana Wildlife Rehabilitation 

Centre.   
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     From start to finish the operation was a success and—following many weeks of dedicated care—the younger cygnets 

have all been released into the wild.  

     One final thing to mention is that once the birds are released there is no way of knowing how they fare in the long 

term. While there is no reason to believe that they don’t do well, an effective way of finding out is to fit them with 

identification leg bands. To date this has not been done at any of the cygnet rescues at Lake Forrestdale and there have 

been calls to do so in the future. Banding the birds would enable monitoring programmes to determine the cygnets’ 

survival rate, their movements between wetlands and, of particular interest, to see whether any of them return in 

subsequent seasons to their place of birth. 
 



Rubbish Removal Lots 67 & 171 Anstey-Keane 
 

INCE THE LONG-AWAITED GOVERNMENT ACQUISITION of Lots 67 and 171 and the subsequent installation of fencing, signage 

and security cameras, it is pleasing to see that unlawful activity in the reserve is much reduced. This is an 

encouraging outcome and while fences are still being cut in places, the WAPC and DBCA are quick to repair them.  

     Another positive development is that the removal by the WAPC of the prodigious amount of rubbish, accumulated 

over many years, in these two blocks has finally begun. This is just the beginning and for now it is being stockpiled (see 

below) on the degraded section of Lot 67 for later removal.  

    

 

     It is hoped that in time unlawful access into Anstey-Keane will be a thing of the past, all traces of rubbish will be gone 

from the reserve and the degraded areas tidied up and rehabilitated.  

     Care and appreciation of our native bushland and the animals within it is more important than ever, not only for the 

sake of the planet, but also for the health and wellbeing of people. For eons the entire continent was a vast unfettered 

nature reserve—no limits, no fragmentation. Since colonisation, much of the country’s natural environment has been 

reduced to isolated pockets. The pockets that remain are all the more precious for their scarcity and need ongoing 

protection to ensure they are here for successive generations. 

     Much has been said of the mental and physical benefits of being in nature, of the calming effect it can have on us in 

the complex, often hostile, world we humans have created. Stresses and strains of modern living can fade away when we 

immerse ourselves in the sights and sounds and fragrances of the natural world. By being in the moment and engaging 

our senses, we can start to observe even the simplest things, like the fitful flight of a tiny moth, a tick crawling onto a 

kangaroo scat then lifting a foreleg to test the air, a green-eyed March fly sheltering from a shower on a banksia leaf or a 

pollen-laden bee-fly being struck by a trigger plant’s hammer. 
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Inappropriate Plantings near Nature Reserves 
 

N THE PHOTOGRAPH BELOW you will see a bare road verge devoid of native vegetation and a row of eastern states eucalypts 

(60+ trees) that have been planted in recent days along Ayres Road (formerly Anstey Road), adjacent to Lot 68 Anstey-

Keane Reserve. We believe the species is Corymbia maculata. 

      Prior to the current road upgrade, the section of verge in the picture contained original native vegetation. Species 

such as Melaleuca rhaphiophylla, Jacksonia sternbergiana, Xanthorrhoea preissii, Kunzea glabrescens and many 

understorey plants graced this strip of land before being removed entirely and replaced with what you now see.  

     The former vegetation 

was more interesting, 

more biodiverse and 

more appropriate than 

the monoculture it has 

been replaced with and 

unfortunately similar 

instances are happening 

all too often.  

     To avoid this occurring 

time and time again, 

rigorous roadside 

conservation laws are 

needed to protect 

existing native vegetation 

and to ensure that the 

imprint of any 

development is kept to a 

minimum.     

     Another concern regarding the planting of non-local species adjacent to nature reserves is the threat of their seeds 

entering the reserve and creating serious weed issues. This has happened in the Lake Forrestdale Nature Reserve where 

various foreign eucalypts were planted long ago in nearby Skeet Park. Over time their progeny have invaded the lake edge 

to the extent that they are now a significant problem that will be difficult if not impossible to rectify.  

     The photo below (taken 16 June 2022) shows just some of the young foreign eucalypts growing on the lake edge, all 

originating from the trees in Skeet Park. There are now many hundreds, ranging from seedlings to large trees.      
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Harrisdale Swamp - Bush Forever site 253   
 

ARRISDALE SWAMP is a 98.4-hectare nature reserve in Perth’s south-eastern suburb of Harrisdale, within the City of 

Armadale. Named after a pioneer family of the area, the reserve is part of the Jandakot Regional Park and 

originally consisted of a number of private titles with two additional uncleared blocks later added to the northern 

end. The WA Planning Commission has progressively been buying the blocks over the years, the last acquired in 2019. 

     The reserve supports a variety of habitats, including banksia woodland and jarrah, a seasonal wetland occupying the 

central area of the reserve and swamp paperbark thickets with dense understoreys of bracken, jointed rush and pithy 

sword-sedge.     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

     The block of land now known as Harrisdale Swamp was originally part of a 130-hectare parcel of land first purchased 

in 1898 by a Mr Joseph Harris.  

     Trees were felled for fencing and milling and the land was used for cattle which had free range of the property. At that 

time, horses and sheep were also brought in. A well was installed on the edge of the swamp to water the stock when the 

swamp dried in summer. 

     During WWII, the government ordered the swamp to 

be drained and potatoes grown to feed the soldiers. The 

drain was dug and potatoes planted, but the scheme 

proved unsuccessful as the potatoes didn’t flourish. 

     In 1953 a 40m-wide track was bulldozed through the 

land to allow for the Cannington-Bunbury transmission 

line and in 1957 a second transmission line went through 

the property; one of the lines has since been removed. 

Western Power retains a 32m easement corridor along 

the length of the one remaining. 

     Over ensuing years, with changes in ownership, the 

original parcel of land was progressively subdivided, 

resulting in Harrisdale Swamp having seven titles. 

Sections of the land were used for various endeavours, 

such as vegetable growing and sand minding. An emu 

farm was also planned, with a 1.8m-high emu fence 

being constructed, but the plan never went ahead. And 

for three years from 1969 Harrisdale Swamp was used 

for military training. 
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     In 1991, as a result of flora and fauna surveys conducted in Harrisdale Swamp, it was recognised that the reserve had 

high conservation values. This was brought to the attention of the government. At about this time the formation of the 

Jandakot Regional Park was underway and Harrisdale Swamp was chosen for inclusion.  

     By metropolitan standards, Harrisdale Swamp is a relatively large reserve and contains many walking tracks that 

traverse a range of habitats. With its beauty and rich biodiversity it is an ideal place to visit with children where they can 

be taught the values of the natural environment and the importance of it preservation.  
 

 
 

 

1. Pink Summer Calytrix; 2. Common Brown Pea; 3 Splendid Fairy-wren; 4. Western Grey Kangaroo; 5. Little Green Spring Scarab; 6. Common 
Reed Triggerplant; 7. Quenda; 8. Hibbertia vaginata; 9. Dragonfly sp.; 10. Styphelia xerophylla; 11. Scarlet Runner; 12. Common Dampiera; 

13. Cowslip Orchid; 14. Blue Squill. 



Despite its chequered history, over 60% of the vegetation 

condition of the reserve is considered ‘Pristine to Very 

Good’. However, some areas are infested with introduced 

weeds, including Acacia longifolia, Dipogon lignosus and 

various grass species.  

     Acacia longifolia is well established, particularly around 

the margins of the swamp and along the transmission line 

easements. Many of the mature trees have been removed, 

but eradication is ongoing and because of the long-

established seed bank, numerous seedlings continue to 

emerge.  

     The same applies to Dipogon lignosus which was first detected some years ago as a mass of vines enveloping a patch 

of Melaleuca preissiana trees. These mature vines have been treated, but seedlings continue to spring up. To ensure 

these and other weeds don’t continue to spread, they need to be removed before they set seed, ideally until the seed 

bank is exhausted. It should also be noted that the dumping of garden waste in nature reserves runs the risk of introducing 

further harmful weeds. 

     Prior to government acquisition of the private blocks, Harrisdale Swamp for many years suffered abuse from rubbish 

dumping. The land, and the dry swamp in summer, was used extensively for joy riding and the swamp was also used 

illegally to dump car bodies. 

     Once the government acquired the land in its entirety, rubbish, car bodies, three houses and some sheds were removed 

and new fencing and signage installed. Revegetating degraded areas such as the former sand quarry on the southern end 

and other areas of the reserve is ongoing.  

     Harrisdale Swamp is home to many wildlife species, including kangaroos and quenda. Care should therefore be taken 

when walking dogs in the reserve to keep them on a leash at all times. 

     Surrounded by urban development, Harrisdale Swamp is an ecological haven in the suburbs. Boasting a wealth of 

natural beauty, it lends itself well to passive recreation, such as bushwalking, birdwatching and nature photography. 

Friends of Forrestdale have recently published this Harrisdale Swamp article as a brochure.   
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